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�My novel emerged from the framework of my autobiography,� observes John about the inspiration for his book The
West Winford Incident. �Having time on my hands whilst waiting to have a pacemaker implanted, I decided to write a
short autobiography, which quickly developed into something much more.� 

While Neil Armstrong is taking his giant leap for mankind, here on Earth the Harrison family
prepare for a more modest step, from Birmingham into rural Wiltshire. 

Dave and Sue Harrison are beginning their new life and excitement beckons. Dave, a metallurgist, is taking up a new
appointment and is keen to tackle his job with enthusiasm. In contrast, his wife�s loneliness is exacerbated by her
husband�s single-minded approach to his work. When a staff member is killed at the Hampshire power station, Dave
is forced to defend his job, putting his marriage, future and the lives of others on the line...

�The catastrophic failure at Hinkley Point power station still looms large and provided me with inspiration, but
essentially this is a work of fiction,� explains John. �I have attempted to explain the technical aspects of both the
methodology of engineering plant failure analysis and the intricacies of genealogical research in the pre-computer
age. I believe that this book will be enjoyed by specialists and non-specialists alike,� says John of The West Winford
Incident. John�s own interest in genealogy allows for an interesting and in-depth read that incorporates technical
aspects in an entertaining story.

JOHN PARKER is a qualified metallurgist, Chartered Engineer and a former Fellow of the Institute of
Corrosion. He lives in Wiltshire with his wife, Margarette. They have three children. Among John�s
interests are literature, genealogy, orienteering and running. 
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John Parker combines engineering and
genealogy to create an exciting tale
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